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Abstract

In this research monograph, the author sheds light on the synonymical equivalence between the five digits of human palm and the five elements of (at) the planet earth.

Theory

One should note that we wear the Wedding Ring bestowed to us by our wedding vows on the ‘Ring Finger’. Marriage is an institution that is supposed to provide mutual support to each other involved. Hence, marriage indicates a form of ‘Support’. This aspect of promise of ‘Support’ is represented by the ‘Wedding Ring’. Since this ring is worn on the ‘Ring Finger’, one can draw conclusion consequently that this finger represents ‘Earth’, one of the five elements found at planet Earth.

The ‘Index Finger’ is used to show and/ or indicate any thing of concern. Humanity has been using this finger mostly to indicate the sinners. Also, this finger is also used to point out to the ‘Sky’ and/ or ‘Space’, which has the property of ‘Darkness’, again equivalent to the aspect of ‘Sinfulness’. Hence, the ‘Index Finger’ equivalently represents ‘Sky’ and/ or ‘Space’.

The ‘Opposable Thumb’ is the quintessence of Humanity’s success over this planet Earth. Because of his opposable thumb, he could make tools, make shelter, practice agriculture, and could make all the progress that his civilization summarily represents today. Therefore, the inseparable aspect without which his existence stands nullified can be synonymously represented by ‘Air’ without which Human beings cannot survive. Hence, this finger equivalently represents ‘Air’.

The ‘Middle Finger’ has been used in Human Society to denote ‘Shame’, ‘Denigrate’, ‘Insult’, ‘Sin’, etc. It is the ‘Father’ who does and/ or receives all these to and/ or from the society in which he lives, and he does all these for the upkeep of his family. Hence, ‘Father’ is taken synonymously as ‘Water’ (in greek, as ‘Fater’/ ‘Vater’) that cleanses, sustains, and through whom the entire fabric
of human civilization runs and without whom there is no civilization at all. Hence, the ‘Middle Finger’ equivalently represents ‘Water’.

Also, one can note that in ‘Samskrutam’ the ‘Middle Finger’ is called as ‘Ma dhya mah-An gu li ka’ or ‘Ma dhya mah-An ga hru li ka’ which when reversely slated {see authors work ‘Fulfill Your Life (Version 2)’ listed in the References} is

_KaliGru:An MahDhyaMa_  
(Discord/Hardship-At Home-No-Central)  
which implies that Father is responsible for all the harmony and/ or happiness at Home. Again, Father is ‘Fater’ in Greek, which is also referred to as ‘Vater’, i.e., ‘Water’.

The ‘Little Finger’, being the last indicates that which comes last, that, which is yet to be seen, i.e., the ‘Future’. ‘Future’ is basically synonymous with ‘Light’, i.e., only when we see ‘Light’ reflected off of anything, we see the object, i.e., the instantaneous near ‘Future’ is seen in this fashion. Since ‘Light’ is synonymous with Energy, which is synonymous with ‘Fire’, we can say that the ‘Little Finger’ represents ‘Fire’.

One other perfect way to find such synonymity is to slate all possible matches between the Five Fingers of Human Palm and the Five Element Aspects found on (at) the Planet Earth. The correct matches set ‘Work Consciousness’’s Primality’s Recursion Scheme will sub-set the Recursion Scheme of ‘True’ and/ or ‘Truth’ to the greatest degree.
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